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This paper presents some new product identities for certain summations of
Schur functions. These identities are generalizations of some famous identities
known to Littlewood and appearing in Macdonald's book. We refer to these
identities as the ``Littlewood-type formulas.'' In addition, analogues for summa-
tions of characters of the other classical groups are also given. The Littlewood-type
formulas in this paper are separated into two classes, the rational Schur function
series and the generalized Schur function series. An application of a rational Schur
function series to the infinite product representation of the elliptic theta functions
is also given. We prove these Littlewood-type formulas using the Cauchy]Binet
formula. The Cauchy]Binet formula is a basic but powerful tool applicable in the
present context, which can be derived from our Pfaffian formula, as we explain.
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0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present some new product identities for certain summa-
w xtions of Schur functions that generalize some of the results in IOW, IW2
w x w xand YW, LP . As elegantly proved in Ma , the following formulas were
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known to Littlewood:
< <l r2y1 s x s 1 y x xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Łl i j
i-jŽ < .ls ay1 a
Ž < < Ž ..l qp l r2y1 s x s 1 y x 1 y x xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Łl i i j
i i-jŽ < .ls a a
< <l r2 2y1 s x s 1 y x 1 y x x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ł Łl i i j
i i-jŽ < .ls aq1 a
w xThese formulas are extended in YW, LP and are studied as relations
among the characters of the general linear groups. Indeed, historically,
Schur function identities have been used, to great effect, to obtain com-
pact expressions for the evaluation of branching rules and tensor products
for finite-dimensional representations of classical groups. In fact, the study
of Schur functions is still an active branch of theoretical physics, through
the study on both infinite and finite representations of noncompact groups
and representations of compact groups. In this paper we prove several
theorems establishing generalizations of Littlewood's formulas and obtain
some detailed results derived from these generalized theorems. The main
results of this paper are Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 5.1, which are the
w xgeneralized forms of our results discussed in IOW . Theorem 2.9 and
Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 are the B, C, and D versions of these theorems.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give basic notation
and definitions. In Section 2 we study Schur function identities and their
B, C, and D versions, which assume simple forms. In Section 3 we
investigate q-specializations of the formulas obtained in Section 2, and we
give an enumerative combinatorial proof of the infinite product represen-
tation of the elliptic theta functions, e.g.,
‘
2n Žnq1r2.q ¤ , t s 2 y1 q sin 2n q 1 p ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1
ks0
‘
1r4 2 n 4 ns 2 q Q sin p ¤ 1 y 2 q cos 2p ¤ q q ,Ž .Ł0
ns1
‘ Ž 2 n.for Q s Ł 1 y q . In the final part of Section 3, we make some0 ns1
remarks concerning the theta function from the point of view of represen-
tation theory. In Section 4, we prove a combinatorial theorem Theorem
4.1, which will be needed to describe more complicated, generalized
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Littlewood-type formulas. In the process of deriving these identities, an
Ž .argument concerning the relation between Sato's Maya diagrams and
Young diagrams plays a crucial role. We attempt to construct a reasonably
systematic method for using Maya diagrams to evaluate minor determi-
nants of various rectangular matrices in question. Because of its nature,
this method is also expected to provide an interesting technique. In
Section 5 we give the generalized form of the Littlewood-type formulas.
Theorem 5.1 is somewhat abstract and complicated, as it represents the
most general form. For this reason we give many concrete identities as the
illustrating example of the theorem. In Section 6 we state the B, C, and D
versions of Theorem 5.1. Our study of the ``Littlewood-type formulas'' is
stimulated by a Pfaffian formula concerning the summation of determi-
w x Ž .nants obtained in IW1 see Theorem 1.1 for details . In this paper we use
only the Cauchy]Binet formula, which may seem to be a very simple tool.
However, we have found that this simple machinery is powerful enough to
prove most of the formulas known collectively as the ``Littlewood-type
formulas.'' In a subsequent paper we will investigate the formulas that are
obtained essentially not by the Cauchy]Binet formula, but by the Pfaffian
formula.
1. BASIC NOTATION AND SUMMATION FORMULA
Let us denote by N the set of nonnegative integers and by Z the set of
w x  4integers. Let m denote the subset 1, 2, . . . , m of N for a positive integer
m. Let r, m, and n be positive integers such that r F m, n, and let T be
 4any m by n matrix. For r-element subsets I s i - ??? - i and K s1 r
 4 I i1 ??? i rk , . . . , k of row and column indices, let T s T denote the subma-1 r K k ??? k1 r
trix of T obtained by picking up the rows and columns indexed by I and K.
w xIn the case in which I contains all row indices, we omit I s m from the
above expression and write T I simply as T .K K
Assume n F N, and let B be an arbitrary n by n skew-symmetric
Ž . w xmatrix; that is, B s b satisfies b s yb . In Theorem 1 of IW1 , wei j i j ji
obtain a result concerning a certain summation of minors that we call the
minor summation formula of the Pfaffian. In this paper we use this
theorem without proof and deduce the Cauchy]Binet theorem from it.
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let n F N and assume n is e¤en. Let T s t be any nik
Ž .by N matrix, and let B s b be any N by N skew-symmetric matrix withik
entries b . Thenik
pf B I det T s pf Q , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý I I
w xI; N
aIsn
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where Q is the n by n skew-symmetric matrix defined by Q s TBtT , i.e.,
Q s b det T i j , 1 F i , j F m . 1.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi j k l k l
1Fk-lFn
As a corollary of the minor-summation formula given in the above
theorem, we obtain the following Cauchy]Binet formula, which provides a
basic tool throughout this paper. We have already stated this corollary in
w xIOW , but here we give another simple proof.
Ž .COROLLARY 1.2. Assume n F N, and let X s x andik 1F iF n, 1F k F N
Ž .Y s y be any n by N matrices. Thenik 1F iF n, 1F k F N
det X det Y s det X t Y . 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý K K
w xK; N
aKsn
Proof. We can assume that n is even without loss of generality, since if
Ž . Ž .n is odd, we can take two n q 1 by N q 1 matrices X 9 and Y 9 in the
form
1 O 1 OX 9 s Y 9 s ,ž / ž /O X O Y
and apply the result for the even case. Fix any skew-symmetric matrix A
whose Pfaffian is 1. Apply Theorem 1.1 with B st YAY and T s X. Then
Ž .we obtain the left-hand side of 1.3 . Moreover, if we apply Theorem 1.1
t Ž .with B s A and T s X Y, then we obtain the right-hand side of 1.3 . This
completes the proof.
Remark. Cauchy]Lagrange's formula is proved by taking matrices sim-
ply as
x x ??? x1 2 nX s Y s .y y ??? yž /1 2 n
Now we define some basic concepts and introduce some necessary
notation. A weakly decreasing sequence of nonnegative integers l s
Ž . < <l , . . . , l with l G???Gl G0 is called a partition of l sl q1 m 1 m 1
Ž .??? ql . The length l l of a partition l is the number of non-zero termsm
of l. If an integer i appears exactly m times as a part of l, we writei
Ž m1 m2 .l s 1 2 ??? . For example,
r n s r , r , . . . , r .Ž . Ž .^ ‘ _
n-times
Ž X X . X  4The partition l9 s l , l , . . . defined by l s a j: l G i is referred to1 2 i j
l
X
iŽ . Ž . Ž .as the conjugate partition of l. Let n l s Ý i y 1 l s Ý . ForiG1 i iG1 2
Ž .each cell x s i, j in l, the hook-length of l at x is defined to be
Ž . Xh x s l y j q l y i q 1. Suppose that the main diagonal of l consistsi j
Ž . Xof r s p l nodes. Then let a s l y i and b s l y i for 1 F i F r. Wei i i i
Ž < . Ž < .also denote the partition l by l s a , . . . , a b , . . . , b s a b . This is1 r 1 r
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called the Frobenius notation. Slightly abusing the Frobenius notation, we
may disregard the order of the a and b and admit a and b to be any ri i
element subsets of N. When a and b are any disjoint subsets of N, let
Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .a a - b s a x, y ; x g a , y g b , x - y . The number a a ) b can
be defined similarly. When a andror b are each composed of just one
Ž Ž .. Ž .element for example, b s k , we use the notation a a - k . For
Ž . Ž .example, l s 5441 is the partition of 14 with p l s 3. This partition is
Ž < .  4denoted by l s 421 310 in the Frobenius notation. If a s 0, 1, 3 , then
Ž . Ž . Ž < . Ž < .a a ) 2 s 1, a a - 2 s 2 and a q 1 a s 421 310 .
Ž . Ž .Given a partition l such that l l F n, let J l denote the n-elementn
 4set l q n y 1, l q n y 2, . . . , l . If there is no danger of confusion, we1 2 n
Ž .omit n and simply denote this set by J l .
Ž < . Ž < .If a b and g d are given partitions such that a l g s B and
Ž < . Ž < . Ž < .b l d s B, then we denote a j g b j d by a b j g d . For exam-
Ž < . Ž < . Ž < .ple, 421 310 j 0 2 s 4210 3210 .
Let l and m be the partitions such that l > m. The set theoretic
difference u s l y m is called the skew diagram. Let u s l y m , u X si i i i
X X < < < < < <l y m , and u s l y m . We call a skew diagram u a horizontal m-bandi i
Ž . Ž X .resp., a ¤ertical m-band if u F m resp., u F m . When m s 1, we calli i
Ž .this a horizontal resp., ¤ertical strip. Fix an integer k such that 0 F k F m.
For a horizontal m-band u 9, a part u X that is equal to k is called a k-parti
of u 9. A maximal connected set of k-parts is called a k-component of u 9.
Ž . Ž .For example, let l s 12, 10, 6, 6, 1 and m s 8, 7, 3 as in the following
Ž . Ž X X X .diagram. Then u 9 s 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1 , and u , u , u is a 2-com-4 5 6
ponent of the horizontal 2-band u 9.
Ž X X X. < <For a k-component c s u , u , . . . , u of u 9, let c denote the numberi iq1 j
Ž Ž .. Ž .of parts i.e., j y i q 1 and call this number the weight of c. Let C u 9k
denote the set of k-components of u 9. For example, the above horizontal
2-band contains three 1-components and three 2-components. The 1-com-
ponents have weights 2, 1, and 2, and the 2-components have weights 1, 3,
and 2. For a vertical m-band u , the k-components and their weights are
Ž .defined similarly. We also denote the set of k-components by C u .k
The Schur functions are well-known symmetric functions, which are
known as the characters of the irreducible polynomial representations of
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the general linear group on a torus. For the purpose of describing
characters corresponding to the other classical groups, we present addi-
tional notation.
We take the following realizations of four series of classical Lie algebras
of types A, B, C, and D throughout the paper:
g s gl n , C ,Ž .AŽn.
g s so 2n q 1, CŽ .BŽn.
s X g gl 2n q 1, C : J X qtXJ s 0 ,Ž .½ 5s o Ž2 nq1. s o Ž2 nq1.
g s sp 2n , C s X g gl 2n , C : J X qtXJ s 0 ,Ž . Ž .½ 5CŽn. s p Ž2 n. s p Ž2 n.
g s so 2n , C s X g gl 2n , C : J X qtXJ s 0 .Ž . Ž .½ 5DŽn. s o Ž2 n. s o Ž2 n.
Here J and J are given by the following antidiagonal matrices:s o ŽN . s p Ž2 n.
1
1
0 Js o Žn.?
?J s , J s .s o ŽN . s p Ž2 n.? yJ 0ž /s o Žn.
1 0
1
Let h be the Cartan subalgebra consisting of diagonal matrices inX Žn.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g , where X n represents one of A n , B n , C n , and D n . Also, letX Žn.
Ž .« : h “ C be the linear functional assigning the i, i -entry of H g hi X Žn.
to H. Then we can take a simple system of roots as
 4P s « y « , . . . , « y « ,AŽn. 1 2 ny1 n
 4P s « y « , . . . , « y « , « ,BŽn. 1 2 ny1 n n
 4P s « y « , . . . , « y « , 2« ,C Žn. 1 2 ny1 n n
 4P s « y « , . . . , « y « , « q « .DŽn. 1 2 ny1 n ny1 n
The finite-dimensional irreducible representations of g are parameter-X Žn.
ized by the following dominant integral weights:
q  4P s l « q ??? ql « : l g C, l y l g N ,AŽn. 1 1 n n i k iq1
q  4P s l « q ??? ql « : l is a partition or a half-partition ,BŽn. 1 1 n n
q  4P s l « q ??? ql « : l is a partition ,CŽn. 1 1 n n
q P s l « q ??? ql « " l « :DŽn. 1 1 ny1 ny1 n n
4l is a partition or a half-partition .
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Here a half partition l we mean is a non-increasing sequence l s
1Ž .l , . . . , l of nonnegative half integers l g N q . Namely we may1 n i 2
1 1Ž . Ž .write l s m q , . . . , m q with l m F n. If there is no confusion,1 n2 2
1we simply write l s m q .2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If X n s A n , B n , or C n , and if l s l , . . . , l is a partition or1 n
Ž .a half-partition, we denote by l the formal irreducible character ofX Žn.
Ž .g with highest weight l « q ??? ql « . In the D n case, we defineX Žn. 1 1 n n
" Ž .l to be the irreducible characters of so 2n, C with highest weightsDŽn.
l « q ??? ql « " l « , respectively. Note that lq s ly if1 1 ny1 ny1 n n DŽn. DŽn.
Ž .l l - n. Here we regard a character as a Laurent polynomial in the
variables x "1r2 s e" « i r2.i
We now recall the Weyl character formula. Let
T X Žn. s T X Žn. X s A , B , C , Dq, Dy, DŽ .Ž .i k is1, . . . , n
be the n-rowed matrix defined by
T AŽn. s x k , T CŽn. s x kq1 y xyky1 for k g N ,Ž .i k i ik i i
T BŽn. s x kq1r2 y xyky1r2 , T DqŽ n. s x k q xyk , T DyŽ n. s x k y xykik i i i k i i i k i i
1for k g N .Ž .2
Then the Weyl character formula can be written in the following form; for
Ž .a partition or a half-partition l s l , . . . , l , we have1 n
det T X Žn.Ž .J Žl.
l s for X s A , B , C ,Ž .X Žn. D X Žn.
det T D
qŽ n. " det T D
yŽ n.Ž . Ž .J Žl. J Žl."l s .DŽn. DDŽn.
Ž .Furthermore, concerning the characters of D n , we use the notation
det T D
" Žn.ž /J Žl." "w x w xl s l , . . . , l sDŽn. 1 N DŽn. DDŽn.
in the calculations of the later sections. Here, the so-called Weyl denomi-
Ž X Žn.. Ž DqŽ n..nator D s det T for X s A, B, C, and D s det T areX Žn. J ŽB. DŽn. J ŽB.
explicitly given by
D s x y x the Vandermonde determinant ,Ž . Ž .ŁAŽn. j i
1Fi-jFn
n
Ž . ynq1r2n nq1 r2
D s y1 x ??? x 1 y xŽ . Ž . Ž .ŁBŽn. 1 n i
is1
= x y x 1 y x x ,Ž . Ž .Ł j i i j
1Fi-jFn
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n
ynŽ .n nq1 r2 2D s y1 x ??? x 1 y xŽ . Ž . Ž .ŁCŽn. 1 n i
is1
= x y x 1 y x x ,Ž . Ž .Ł j i i j
1Fi-jFn
Ž . ynq1n ny1 r2
D s 2 y1 x ??? x x y x 1 y x x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŁDŽn. 1 n j i i j
1Fi-jFn
Ž .Note that only in the case of the A n type, we sometimes denote the
Ž .irreducible character corresponding to a partition highest weight l by s .l
ŽThis is called the Schur function, in place of l . We sometimes use theAŽn.
.abbreviation S-functions for the Schur functions.
Next we recall the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kinds.
Ž .The Chebyshe¤ polynomials of the first kind are defined by T a sn
Ž .cos n arccos a , and the Chebyshe¤ polynomials of the second kind are
Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by U a s sin n arccos a rsin arccos a . The first few terms ofn
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .these functions are given by T a s 1, T a s a, T a s 2 a y 1, T a0 1 2 3
3 Ž . 4 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .s 4a y 3a, T a s 8a y 7a q 1, and U a s 1, U a s 2 a, U a s4 1 2 3
2 Ž . 3 Ž Ž . Ž ..4a y 1, U a s 8a y 4a. The pairs T a , U a satisfy the recurrence4 n n
formulas
T a s aT a q a2 y 1 U a ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 n n
1.4Ž .
U a s T a q aU a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 n n
Ž . Ž .and individually, T a and U a satisfy the recurrence formulasn n
T a y 2 aT a q T a s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .nq2 nq1 n
1.5Ž .
U a y 2 aU a q U a s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .nq2 nq1 n
Ž . Ž .We can also define T a and U a for n - 0, as the above recurrencen n
Ž . Ž .formulas always hold. The generating functions of T a and U a aren n
given by
‘ 21 y x
nT a q 2 T a x s ,Ž . Ž .Ý0 n 21 y 2 ax q xns0
1.6Ž .
‘ 1
nU a x s .Ž .Ý nq1 21 y 2 ax q xns0
Put
2 a if i s j,¡~u a s 1.7Ž . Ž .1 if j s i q 1 or i s j q 1,i j ¢
0 otherwise,
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Žn.Ž . Ž .for i, j G 1. Let U a be the n by n matrix whose i, j -entry is given by
Ž . Žny1.Ž . Ž .u a . Then it is easy to see that det U a s U a , since, if we expandi j n
Žn.Ž .the determinant det U a along the first row, then we see that the
Ž .polynomials U a satisfy the above recursion formula.n
2. POLYNOMIAL AND RATIONAL SCHUR
FUNCTION SERIES
In this section we investigate certain formulas involving the Chebyshev
polynomials and the characters of the classical groups. It is also possible to
derive these formulas from the Cauchy identity. We also show here that
the infinite product representations of the elliptic theta functions are
proved as a corollary of our formula by employing a purely combinatorial
method.
Ž .Let R x be a rational function of x. Hereafter we assume that
Ž . Ž . ‘ iR 0 s 1, and put R x s Ý a x with a s 1 as a formal power series.is0 i 0
Let M R , n denote the n-rowed matrix
a a a a ??? ???0 1 2 3
0 a a a ??? ???0 1 2
. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 0
0 ??? 0 a a ???0 1
Ž .induced from R x . We allow n to be ‘. For a given partition l such that
Ž .l l F n, we define
c R s det M R , n .l J Žl.n
Note that, by the assumption a s 1, det M R , n is independent of n.0 J Žl.n
Furthermore, we have
c R s 0 if l l9 ) dŽ .l
Ž .when R x is a polynomial of degree d. The following theorem is elemen-
tary and is an immediate consequence of the Cauchy]Binet formula.
Ž . ‘ iTHEOREM 2.1. If R x s Ý a x is a rational function such that a s 1,is0 i 0
then we ha¤e
n
Rc s x , . . . , x s R x . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Łl l 1 n i
is1l
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Proof. Apply the Cauchy]Binet formula to the matrices M R , n and
T AŽn. defined in Section 1. Then we have
c Rs x , . . . , x D s det M R , n tT AŽn. .Ž .Ý l l 1 n AŽn.
l
The right-hand side of this identity is equal to
n
AŽn.det diag R x , . . . , R x T s R x D .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ł1 n J ŽB. i AŽn.
is1
This proves our theorem.
Ž . Ž .Given a rational function R x such that R 0 s 1, we can write
n Ž . Ž .Ł R x as a linear combination of an infinite number of the Schuris1 i
functions by the method described in the above theorem. We refer to this
type of S-function series as a rational S-function series defined by R. The
above theorem reduces the problem of obtaining a rational S-function
series to the problem of determining c R for a given rational function R. Inl
particular, when R is a polynomial, we call the S-function series a
polynomial S-function series. In this section we intensively investigate
polynomial S-function series. The following lemma gives us a method of
obtaining an additional rational S-function series from a known one.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that R x is a rational function of x. If we ha¤e an
identity
n
a s x , . . . , x s R x ,Ž . Ž .Ý Łl l 1 n i
is1l
then we also ha¤e
n
y1a s x , . . . , x s R yx . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Łl l9 1 n i
is1l
Ž . w xProof. Recall the graded ring of symmetric function L s L x , x , . . .1 2
in countably many independent variables x , x , . . . and the involution v1 2
w xof L in Chapter I of Ma . It is known that images of the Schur function sl
and the mth power sum function p under v are given bym
my 1
v s s s , v p s y1 p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .l l9 m m
where l9 denotes the conjugate partition of l. Hence it is clear that the
left-hand side of the first identity is transformed to that of the second one
under v.
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Ž .Without loss of generality, we may assume that R x has the form
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . m Ž .R x s P x rQ x , where P x s 1 q a x q ??? qa x and Q x s 1 q1 m
l Ž .b x q ??? qb x . Then using the Maclaurin expansion of log 1 q x , it is1 l
easy to see that
Ny1n y1 N !Ž .
k k1 mlog P x s a ??? aŽ .Ł Ý Ýi 1 mN k ! ??? k !is1 1 mNG1 k q ??? qk sN1 m
=p x , . . . , x .Ž .k q2 k q ??? qm k 1 n1 2 m
It follows immediately from this expression that
n n
v log P x s ylog P yx .Ž . Ž .Ł Łi iž /is1 is1
Ž . Ž .A similar equation holds for Q x , and hence one also holds for R x . This
concludes the proof of the lemma.
Ž . ‘ iLEMMA 2.3. Let R x s Ý a x be a rational function such that a s 1.is0 i 0
 R4 R R nnWe define the sequence b for n G 0 by b s c . Here 1 represents then n 1
partition with n 1's. Then the generating function of b R is gi¤en byn
‘ 1
R nb x s .Ý n R yxŽ .ns0
Proof. Note that b R is defined by the n by n determinantn
a a ???1 2
a a ???0 1Rb s .. . . .n . . . .. . . .
0 ??? a a0 1
If we expand this determinant along the first row, we obtain the following
identities:
b R s 10
R Rb s a b1 1 0
R R Rb s a b y a b2 1 1 2 0
???
ny1P R R Rb s a b y a b q ??? q y1 a bŽ .n 1 ny1 2 ny2 n 0
???
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By using these identities, we immediately obtain
‘
R nR yx b x s 1.Ž . Ý n
ns0
This completes the proof.
We define the n-rowed matrix N R , n by
b R b R b R b R ???0 1 2 3
R R R0 b b b ???0 1 2
R RR , n 0 0 b b ???N s .0 1
. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 0
R R0 ??? 0 b b ???0 1
R Ž . R , nSince b s 1, if n G l l , then det N is independent of the choice0 J Žl.n
of n. The following lemma is an easily consequence of the above lemmas.
Ž . ‘ iLEMMA 2.4. Let R x s Ý a x be a rational function such that a s 1.is0 i 0
Ž .If l is a partition and n is a nonnegati¤e integer such that l l F n, then
det N ŽR , n. s c R .J Žl. l9N
Here l9 represents the conjugate partition of l.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.5. Let S x be a rational function such that S 0 s 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 If R x s S x 1 q a x , then we ha¤e1
c R s a < lym < cS ,Ýl 1 m
m
where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l and l y m is a ¤ertical
strip.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 If R x s S x r 1 y a x , then we ha¤e1
c R s a < lym < cS ,Ýl 1 m
m
where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l and l y m is a
horizontal strip.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 2 .3 If R x s S x 1 q a x q a x , then we ha¤e1 2
c R s b cS ,Ýl lym m
m
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where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l and l y m is a ¤ertical
2-band. Also, for a ¤ertical 2-band u let
b s aÝs g C2Žu . < s < d sŽ .Łu 2
Ž .sgC u1
with
a a 0 ??? 01 0
.a a a .2 1 0 .
. . .21qa xqa x1 2 . . .< s <d s s c s .Ž . 1 . . .
.. ??? a a a2 1 0.
0 ??? 0 a a2 1
< < Ž .Here the determinant has size s , and C u denotes the set of k-componentsk
of u .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .4 If R x s S x r 1 y a x q a x , then we ha¤e1 2
c R s bX cS ,Ýl lym m
m
where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l and l y m is a
horizontal 2-band. Also, for a horizontal 2-band u 9, let
bX s aÝs g C2Žu 9. < s < d s .Ž .Łu 9 2
Ž .sgC u 91
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Assertions 2 and 4 are immediately obtained from 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and 3 . Here we give an outline of the proof of 3 . When R x s S x ?
Ž 2 . R , n S, n 1qa1 xqa2 x 2 , ‘1 q 2 a x q a x , note that M s M M . Let l be a1 2
Ž . R , npartition such that l l F n. Then we see that M is equal to theJ Žl.n
determinant det N R , n tW, where W is the n-rowed matrix of the form
¡ ƒa ??? 02
a a1 2
1 a a1 2
. . .. . .. . .
1 a a1 2
1 a a1 2
. . . . .W s . . . . .. . . . .
1 a a1 2
1 a a1 2
. . .. . .. . .
1 a a1 2
1 a1¢ §
0 ??? 1
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By inspection of this matrix, we obtain the desired identity by the
Cauchy]Binet formula.
ŽAs a corollary of the above lemma we obtain the following result. We
can also immediately obtain the conjugate case of this corollary, but we do
.not give it here.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.6. Let S x be a rational function such that S 0 s 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 If R x s S x 1 q x , then we ha¤e
c R s cS ,Ýl m
m
where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l and l y m is a ¤ertical
strip.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 If R x s S x 1 y x , then we ha¤e
< <lymR Sc s y1 c ,Ž .Ýl m
m
where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l and l y m is a ¤ertical
strip.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 2 .3 If R x s S x 1 q 2 ax q x , then we ha¤e
c R s b cS ,Ýl lym m
m
where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l and l y m is a ¤ertical
2-band, and
b s U a ,Ž .Łlym < s <q1
Ž .sgC lym1
Ž .where U a is the kth Chebyshe¤ polynomial of the second kind.k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 2 .4 If R x s S x 1 y x , then we ha¤e
< <Ý sR Ss g C Žlym .2c s y1 c ,Ž .Ýl m
m
where the summation runs o¤er all m such that m ; l, and l y m is a
¤ertical 2-band such that all the 1-components of l y m ha¤e e¤en weights.
Ž .From this point we restrict our attention to the case in which R x is a
Ž . d ipolynomial. Given a polynomial P x s Ý a x of degree d such thatis0 i
Ž .a s 1, we call P x symmetric if the coefficients satisfy a s a for0 dyi i
0 F i F d and antisymmetric if a s ya for 0 F i F d. In this sectiondy i i
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we have no reason to restrict our attention to symmetric or antisymmetric
polynomials, but we will find that symmetric and antisymmetric polynomi-
als play an important role in the following sections. Hence in this paper we
focus mainly on symmetric or antisymmetric polynomials.
If we enumerate symmetric and antisymmetric polynomials of small
degree d, we obtain Table I. More generally, the following lemma holds.
Ž . d iLEMMA 2.7. Let P x s Ý a x be a polynomial of degree d such thatis0 i
Ž .a s 1. Assume that P x is symmetric.0
Ž . Ž .1 If d is e¤en, then P x can be written in the form
P x s Q x 1 q 2 ax q x 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where Q x is a symmetric polynomial of degree d y 2.
Ž . Ž .2 If d is odd, then P x can be written in the form
P x s Q x 1 q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where Q x is a symmetric polynomial of degree d y 1.
Ž .Assume that P x is antisymmetric.
Ž . Ž .1 If d is e¤en, then P x can be written in the form
P x s Q x 1 y x 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where Q x is a symmetric polynomial of degree d y 2.
Ž . Ž .2 If d is odd, then P x can be written in the form
P x s Q x 1 y x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where Q x is a symmetric polynomial of degree d y 1.
The proof of this lemma is easy and we therefore omit it. This lemma
enables us to calculate the c P recursively. Here we determine all of the c Pl l
TABLE I
Degree Symmetric Antisymmetric
d s 0 1 0
d s 1 1 q x 1 y x
2 2d s 2 1 q 2 ax q x 1 y x
2 2Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .d s 3 1 q x 1 q 2 ax q x 1 y x 1 q 2 ax q x
2 2 2 2Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .d s 4 1 q 2 ax q x 1 q 2bx q x 1 y x 1 q 2 ax q x
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corresponding to the polynomials appearing in Table I. When d s 0, it is
clear that
1 if l s B,1c sl ½ 0 otherwise.
When d s 1, it is easy to see that
pp p1 if l s 1 ,Ž . y1 if l s 1 ,Ž . Ž .1qx 1yxc s c sl l½ ½0 otherwise, 0 otherwise.
When d s 2, we have
U a if l s 2 p1q ,Ž . Ž .2 qq11q2 a xqxc s 2.3Ž .l ½ 0 otherwise,
and
p p q2 y1 if l s 2 1 with q even,Ž . Ž .1yxc s 2.4Ž .l ½ 0 otherwise.
From these results we obtain the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.8. We ha¤e
‘ ‘ n 1
U a s x , . . . , x s ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łkq1 Žkql , l . 1 n 21 y 2 ax q xis1 i iks0 ls0
‘ ‘ n
2
l kU a s x , . . . , x s 1 q 2 ax q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łkq1 Ž2 1 . 1 n i i
is1ks0 ls0
Remark. Cauchy's determinant formula,
n m1 1 1 1
det s Ł Łž /D x D y 1 y x y 1 y x yŽ . Ž . js1 ks1AŽn. AŽm. j k j k
Ž Ž . Ž ..is equivalent to the GL C , GL C -dual pair in the sense of Howe. Inm n
other words, it implies the irreducible decomposition of the polynomial
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .algebra P Mat C on the matrix space Mat C as the GL C =m= n m=n m
Ž .GL C -module,n
n m 1
s y , . . . , y s x , . . . , x s .Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Łl 1 m l 1 n 1 y x yjs1 ks1 j kl
Ž .  4l l Fmin m , n
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Now assume m s 2. Then l in the above sum runs over partitions of the
Ž . Ž . iu y1 yiuform l s l q k, l k, l G 0 . Put y s e , y s y s e . This proce-1 2 1
dure simply corresponds to considering the action of the product group
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .SU C = GL C on P Mat C in place of GL C = GL C . Since2 n m=n 2 n
Ž iu yiu . Ž .s e , e s sin k q 1 ursin u , we haveŽ lqk , l .
nsin k q 1 u 1Ž .
s x , . . . , x s .Ž .Ý ŁŽ lqk , l . 1 n 2sin u 1 y 2 cos u x q xjs1 j jk , lG0
This obviously gives the first formula in the above proposition.
Now we continue working through the table by considering degree
d s 3 and d s 4. When d s 3, the symmetric and antisymmetric cases are
as follows.
Ž . Ž .Ž 2 .If P x s 1 q x 1 q 2 ax q x , then
q r¡ p q rU a if l s 3 2 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý iq jq1P ~c s 2.5Ž .l is0 js0¢
0 otherwise.
Ž . Ž .Ž 2 .If P x s 1 y x 1 q 2 ax q x , then
q r¡ pq iqryj p q ry1 U a if l s 3 2 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý iq jq1P ~c s 2.6Ž .l is0 js0¢
0 otherwise.
When d s 4, we have the following results.
Ž . Ž 2 .Ž 2 .If P x s 1 q 2 ax q x 1 q 2bx q x , then
ry1¡
r y 1 y i U a U b U b U bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý iq1 qq1 iq1 sq1
is0
ry1 s
q U a U b U b U bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý iqsyjq1 qq1 iq1 jq1
is0 js0
q r
P ~c s 2.7Ž .q U a U b U b U bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .l Ý Ý qy iqjq1 iq1 jq1 sq1
is0 js0
q sy1
q U a U b U b U bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý qy iqrqsyjq1 iq1 rq1 jq1
is0 js0
p q r sif l s 4 3 2 1 ,Ž .¢
0 otherwise.
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Ž . Ž 2 .Ž 2 .If P x s 1 y x 1 q 2 ax q x , then
w xrr2 y1¡
py1 e q e r e s U aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 iq1½
is0
w x w xrr2 sr2
qe q U aŽ . Ž .Ý Ý 2 iqsy2 jq1
is0 js0
i/rr2
w x w xqr2 rr2P ~c sl qy2 iqry2 jqe s y1 U aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý qy2 iq2 jq1
is0 js0





1 if k is even,e k sŽ . ½ 0 if k is odd.
The following theorem is the B, C, D version of Theorem 2.1.
" Ž . d iTHEOREM 2.9. Let n g N and let X s B, C, or D . If P x s Ý a xis0 i
is a symmetric polynomial with a s 1, then0
n nd
P n yd r2c l q s s s q P x x . 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Łl X Žn. i iž /ž /2 is1Ž .X nl
Ž .l l Fn
1 "Here, s g N if X s B or D , while s g N and d must be e¤en if X s C. If2
Ž .P x is an antisymmetric polynomial with a s 1, then0
n n yd r2s q 1r2 q dr2 Ł P x xqŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . is1 i iD nP nc l q s s ,Ž .Ý l BŽn. n 1r2 y1r2Ł x y xŽ .is1 i il
Ž .l l Fn
n n yd r2s q 1 q dr2 Ł P x xqŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . is1 i iD nP nc l q s s ,Ž .Ý l CŽn. n y1Ł x y xŽ .is1 i il
Ž .l l Fn
n nd
P n yd r2
"c l q s s " s q P x x .Ž . Ž .Ý Łl D Žn. i iž /ž /2 " is1Ž .D nl
Ž .l l Fn
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n, a , " Ž a , ". Ž .Proof. Let T s T be the n-rowed matrix whose i, k -entriesi k
are given by
1a , " kqa ykyaT s x " x for k g N.i k i i 2
We apply the Cauchy]Binet formula to the determinant M P , n tT n, sqa , ".
Because of the relation
d
kq iy1qsqa ykyiq1ysyaa x " xŽ .Ý k j j
ks0
s P x xyd r2 x iqsqaqd r2 " xyiysyayd r2Ž . Ž .j j j
we have
n
P , n t n , sqa , " yd r2 n , sqaqd r2, "det M T s P x x det T .Ž . Ž .Ł i i J ŽB.n
is1
If we put
c " l s det T n , a , " ,Ž . Ž .a , n JŽl.
then the above identity implies
nn d
P " n yd r2 "c c l q s s P x x c s q .Ž . Ž .Ý Łl a , n i i a , n ž /ž /2is1l
1 Ž .Finally, put a s resp., a s 1 or a s 0 to obtain the formulas for2
Ž ".X s B resp., X s C or X s D . Other identities can be proved simi-
larly.
We may regard the following theorem establishing the B, C, and D
analogues of Lemma 2.2. We feel that the identities are very interesting.
" Ž .THEOREM 2.10. Let n g N and let X s B, C, or D . Let P x s
1d iÝ a x be a polynomial with a s 1. Let s g N be such that s G d ifis0 i 0 2
" Ž .X s B or D , and s g N such that s G d if X s C. Then if P x is
symmetric, we ha¤e
c P t < l < l q snŽ . Ž .Ý X nl9
l
Ž .l l Fn
1
s n y1Ł P yx t P yx tŽ . Ž .is1 i i
=
n< <dny l P dny < l <y1 c t l q s y d ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ž .l X n
l
Ž .l l Fn
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Ž .and if P x is antisymmetric, we ha¤e
c P t < l < l q snŽ . Ž .Ý X nl9
l
Ž .l l Fn
1
s n y1Ł P yx t P yx tŽ . Ž .is1 i i
=
nŽ . < <dq1 ny l P dny < l <y1 c t l q s y d .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ž .l X n
l
Ž .l l Fn
Proof. Let T n, a , " be as above and let S and SX be the n-rowedn n
matrices defined by
dy1 y2 yda ya t a t ??? y1 a t 0 ???Ž .0 1 2 d
y1 y20 a ya t a t ??? ???0 1 2S s . . . . .n . . . . .. . . . . 0y1 y20 ??? a ya t a t ???0 1 2
b P b Pt b Pt 2 b Pt 3 ???0 1 2 3
P P 2 P 30 b t b t b t ???0 1 2XS s .. ? ?n . ? ?. ? ? 0P ny10 ??? 0 b t ???0
Ž . X t n, sqa , "The i, j -entry of S T is equal ton
‘
P kqiy1 kqiy1qsqa ykyiq1ysyab t x " xŽ .Ý k j j
ks0
t iy1 x iy1qsqa t iy1 xyiq1ysyajs " y1P ytx P ytxŽ . Ž .j j
S tT n , sqayd , "Ž .n i jd iqdy1s y1 tŽ . y1P ytx P ytxŽ . Ž .j j
for 1 F i, j F n. Note that
nX .P < l <qŽ 2det S s c tŽ .n JŽl. l9
and
< <l P y < l <det S s y1 c t .Ž . Ž .n JŽl. l
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" Ž .Let c l be as in the proof of the preceding theorem. We then use thea , n
Cauchy]Binet formula to obtain




n y1Ł P ytx P ytxŽ . Ž .is1 j j
=
n n< <l qdn .y < l <qŽ qdn P "2y1 t c c l q s y d .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý l a , n
l
Ž .l l Fn
1 Ž .Finally, put a s resp., a s 1 or a s 0 to obtain the formulas for2
Ž ".X s B resp., X s C or X s D . The antisymmetric case can be proved
in almost the same manner.
3. SCHUR FUNCTION SERIES AND THE ELLIPTIC
THETA FUNCTIONS
In this section we investigate the q-specialization of the identities we
obtain in the last section. The main point of this section is to show that the
infinite product representations of the elliptic theta functions can be
proved as a corollary of our formula by employing a purely combinatorial
method.
We use the following notation:
‘
ny1a; q s 1 y aq ,Ž . Ž .Ł‘
ns1
3.1Ž .
na; qŽ .‘ ky1a; q s s 1 y aq .Ž . Ž .Łn naq ; qŽ . ks1‘
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The symbols a; q and a; q are abbreviated as a and a when‘ n ‘ n
there is no danger of confusion.
LEMMA 3.1. Let n be a nonnegati¤e integer. Then we ha¤e
‘ kŽkqn.q 1
s ,Ý q q qŽ . Ž . Ž .k kqn ‘ks0
‘ kŽkqn. nq1q 1 q q
s .Ý q q qŽ . Ž . Ž .k kqnq1 ‘ks0
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Ž .Proof. Note that 1r q is the generating function of all partitions. The‘
first identity can be shown by considering a rectangle like a Durfee square
contained in a partition. Let l be a partition and let r be the maximum
Ž .integer such that the rectangle of shape r = r q n is contained in l. We
Ž .denote this r by r l . Then the generating function of all partitionsn
Ž . kŽkqn. Ž . Ž .satisfying r l s k is given by q r q q . Thus, by summing overn k kqn
all k, we obtain the generating function of all partitions. The second
identity is derived from the first one as follows:
‘ kŽkqn. ‘ kŽkqnq1. ‘ kŽkqn. kq q q 1 y qŽ .
s qÝ Ý Ýq q q q q qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k kqnq1 k kqnq1 k kqnq1ks0 ks0 ks1
‘ Žky1.Ž kqnq1.1 q
nq1s q q Ýq q qŽ . Ž . Ž .‘ ky1 kqnq1ks1
1 q q nq1
s .
qŽ .‘
This proves the lemma.
‘ Ž 2 n. itp Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Let Q s Ł 1 y q . Here q s e Im t ) 0 .0 ns1
Then the following hold:
‘
2n Žnq1r2.q ¤ , t s 2 y1 q sin 2n q 1 p ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1
ks0
‘
1r4 2 n 4 ns 2 q Q sin p ¤ 1 y 2 q cos 2p ¤ q q ,Ž .Ł0
ns1
‘
2Žnq1r2.q ¤ , t s 2 q cos 2n q 1 p ¤Ž . Ž .Ý2
ks0
‘
1r4 2 n 4 ns 2 q Q sin p ¤ 1 q 2 q cos 2p ¤ q q ,Ž .Ł0
ns1
‘
2nq ¤ , t s 1 q 2 q cos 2np ¤Ž . Ý3
ks1
‘
2 ny1 4 ny1s Q 1 q 2 q cos 2p ¤ q q ,Ž .Ł0
ns1
‘
2n nq ¤ , t s 1 q 2 y1 q cos 2np ¤Ž . Ž .Ý4
ks1
‘
2 ny1 4 ny1s Q 1 y 2 q cos 2p ¤ q q .Ž .Ł0
ns1
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Proof. We prove the identity for q . If we consider n “ ‘ in the2
second identity of Proposition 2.8, then we obtain
‘ ‘ ‘
2
k nU a s x s 1 q 2 ax q x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łnq1 Ž2 1 . n n
ns1ns0 ks0
Ž . Žk n k nHere s x represents the infinite variable Schur function s x ,Ž2 1 . Ž2 1 . 1
.x , . . . . Substituting a s cos 2p ¤ into the above identity yields2
‘ ‘ ‘
2
k nsin 2 n q 1 p ¤ s x s sin 2p ¤ 1 q 2 x cos 2p ¤ q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ŁŽ2 1 . n n
ns1ns0 ks0
3.2Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .owing to the identity U cos 2p ¤ s sin 2 n q 1 p ¤ r sin 2p ¤ .kq1
2 n Ž .Furthermore, we substitute x s q n s 1, 2, . . . into this identity,n
obtaining
‘ ‘
2Ž2 kqn. 2 4
k nsin 2 n q 1 p ¤ q s 1, q , q , . . .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ž2 1 .
ns0 ks0
‘
2 n 4 ns sin 2p ¤ 1 q q cos 2 n q 1 p ¤ q q .Ž .Ž .Ł
ns1
ny1 Ž .Recall that by the specialization x s q of the Schur function s xn l
Ž k n.with l s 2 1 , we have
k kqn. Ž .nŽl. Ž q2 2q q
2 nq1
k ns 1, q , q , . . . s s 1 y q ,Ž . Ž .Ž2 1 . hŽ x . q qŁ 1 y q Ž . Ž .Ž . k kqnq1lg l
3.3Ž .
Ž . ‘ Ž . Ž . X Ž .where n l s Ý i y 1 l , and h x s l q l y i y j q 1 for x s i, jis1 i i j
Ž w x .g l. See Ma, p. 44, Example 1 . It follows that
‘ ‘ kŽkqnq1.qnq1 .2 kqn 2 Ž nq12k nq s 1, q , q , . . . s q 1 y qŽ . Ž .Ý ÝŽ2 1 . q qŽ . Ž .k kqnq1ks0 ks0
nq1 .Ž nq12q 1 y qŽ .
s .
qŽ .‘
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Combining the above identities, we obtain
‘
nŽnq1. 2 nq2sin 2 n q 1 p ¤q 1 y qŽ . Ž .Ý
ns0
‘
2 2 n 4 ns q sin 2p ¤ 1 q q cos 2p ¤ q q .Ž . Ž .Ł‘
ns1
The left-hand side of this identity is equal to
‘ ‘
nŽnq1. Žnq1.Žnq2.sin 2 n q 1 p ¤q y sin 2 n q 1 p ¤qŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
ns0 ns0
‘
nŽnq1.s sin 2p ¤ q q sin 2 n q 1 p ¤ y sin 2np ¤ 4Ž .Ý
ns1
‘
nŽnq1.s 2 sin p ¤ cos p ¤ q 2 q cos 2n q 1 p ¤ sin p ¤ .Ž .Ý
ns1
This proves the identity in question. All other identities can be proved
similarly. This completes the proof.
Remark. These theta functions are involved in many fascinating identi-
ties of theoretical physics and number theory. In particular, as is widely
known, these functions provide an effective way to construct automorphic
forms. In fact, A. Weil found that the theta functions are intimately
related with a certain projective unitary representation of the symplectic
group. From this point of view, to systematize certain aspects of the theory
of theta functions, R. Howe introduced the notion of a reductive dual pair
w xof subgroups of the symplectic group H .
From the viewpoint of representation theory, the infinite product repre-
sentation formula is obtained by a specialization of the Cauchy Identity,
Žwhich is a consequence of the Cauchy determinant formula see the
w x.Remark in Section 2 and, e.g., Wy, p. 202 ; in other words, it is related to
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .the restriction of the dual pair GL R , GL R ; Sp R to some smaller2 n 2 n
Žpair of groups by letting n go to infinity see the Remark just below
. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Proposition 2.8 . Also, attached to the dual pair SL R , O n ; Sp R2 2 n
Ž w x. 2 2 2see H , if we denote the quadratic form x q ??? qx by r , the1 n
Laplacian › 2 q ??? q› 2 by D, and the Euler degree operator x › q1 n 1 1
??? qx › by E, where › s ›r› x , the following Capelli-type identity isn n i i
Ž w x w x.also known see, e.g., Wy, Supplement A , HU as an explicit description
of the invariant differential operators in duality:
22r D y E E q n y 2 s x › y x › .Ž . Ž .Ý i j j i
i-j
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One may say that this is a noncommutative counterpart of the
Cauchy]Lagrange Identity. This point was suggested to the second author
by T. Umeda.
Behind these two seemingly quite different types of formulas, one may
naturally find that there is indeed a Cauchy]Binet formula. A part of the
primary motivation of this paper is to clarify how the infinite product
Ž .representation of q and hence all other q is obtained from the1 i
Cauchy]Binet formula by a purely combinatorial method as above.
4. EVALUATION OF SUBDETERMINANTS
In this section we consider the way to calculate all of the subdetermi-
nants of a given rectangular matrix. Here we evaluate minors of a given
rectangular matrix, in which the column indices correspond to certain
partitions. This evaluation will help us to derive the Littlewood-type
formulas in the next section.
First we introduce the notion of Maya diagrams. Fix nonnegative inte-
w .gers n, N g N such that n F N, and let S denote the interval 0, N s
 40, . . . , N y 1 . A Maya diagram of cardinality n and size N is by definition
a subset J of S .
For a Maya diagram J of size N, each point x g S is represented by a
cell, and a cell x contains a circle if and only if x is in J. For example, if
 4 w .J s 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10 is a subset of 0, 11 , then the Maya diagram that
corresponds to J is represented by
In the first section we gave a one-to-one correspondence between an
Ž .n-element subset J of S and a partition l with l l F n and l F N y n.1
If a Maya diagram J corresponds to a partition l by the correspondence,
 4then l and l9 are obtained from J as follows. Suppose J s a ) ??? ) a1 n
and assume that the complementary set of J is given by S R J s b -1
4??? - b . ThenNyn
 4l s a x g S R J ; x - ai i
X  4l s a x g J ; x ) b .i i
For example, the above Maya diagram stands for the partition l s
Ž . w . w . Ž .554311 . Let S s 0, n and S s n, N disjoint subsets of S , and weL R
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put J s J l S , J s J l S , J s S R J , and J s S R J . Then itL L R R L L L R R R
Ž .is easy to see that p l s aJ s aJ . If we introduce the new coordi-R L
Ž .nates w x for each cell x g S according to
n y 1 y x if x g S ,L
w x sŽ . ½ x y n if x g S ,R
Ž Ž . < Ž ..then the Frobenius notation of l is given by w J w J .R L
w . w .In the above example, S s 0, 6 and S s 6, 11 , and we haveL R
 4  4 Ž . Ž < .J s 7, 9, 10 and J s 0, 3, 4 . This implies p l s 3 and l s 431 521 .R L
w xAssume that N G 2n. Let M s Nr2 be the greatest integer that does
not exceed Nr2, and let J be a Maya diagram J of cardinality n and size
N. Then J is said to be balanced if x f J whenever N y 1 y x g J. The
following figure gives an example of a balanced Maya diagram J s
 42, 4, 7, 9, 10, 15 of cardinality n s 6 and size N s 16.
w .For a balanced Maya diagram, there exists a unique subset J ; 0, N0
that satisfies
Ž .1 0 F j - M for all j g J ,0
Ž .2 j g J if and only if j g J or N y 1 y j g J.0
Ž .We call this subset J the fundamental domain of J, and denote it by D J .0
For the above example of the Maya diagram J, the fundamental domain
Ž .D J of J is given as follows.
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Suppose a g J. From the assumption we have N y 1 y a f J. Then put
Ž  4.  4K s J R a j N y 1 y a . We call the procedure of obtaining K from
J an admissible mo¤e of the circle in the cell a, and call the number of
circles between a and N y 1 y a the leap number. For a sequence of
Ž . Ž .admissible moves that brings D J to J, let k J denote the summation of
Ž .the leap numbers of these admissible moves. This value k J is indepen-
Ž .kŽ J .dent of the sequence we choose and is well defined. We denote y1
Ž . Jby sgn J or y1 and call this the sign of J. This quantity will be
important for calculating all of the subdeterminants of a given ``symmetric
matrix.'' For example, if we move the circle in cell 5 to cell 10 in the above
diagram, then the leap number of this admissible move is 2. If we perform
Ž .the admissible moves on the circles in cells 0, 5 and 6 of D J , we obtain
Ž .J, so that k J s 8 and sgn J s 1.
From this point we only consider balanced diagrams. From the condition
N G 2n we can write N s 2n q r with r G 0. Let us denote
wS s 0, n ,.L
wS s n, n q r ,.M
wS s n q r, N ,.R
wS s n, M ,.ML
wS s n q r y M, n q r ..MR
We call S , S , S , S , and S the left, middle, right, middle-left, andL M R ML ML
middle-right zones of S , respectively. For the above example we have
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For a balanced diagram J we put
D J s D J l SŽ . Ž .L L
D J s S R D JŽ . Ž .L L
D J s D J l SŽ . Ž .M M
E J s J l SŽ .L L
E J s D J R E JŽ . Ž . Ž .R L L
E J s J l SŽ .ML ML
E J s D J R E JŽ . Ž . Ž .MR M ML
F J s J l S .Ž .M M
 4 Ž .  4For the above example J s 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 15 , we have D J s 0, 2, 4, 5 ,L
Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž .D J s 1, 3 , D J s 6, 7 , E J s 2, 4 , E J s 0, 5 , E J sL M L R ML
 4 Ž .  4 Ž .  47 , E J s 6 , and F J s 7, 9 .MR M
For an arbitrary nonnegative integer l, let I denote the set of alll
Ž .l-tuples of the form s s s , . . . , s such that each s is either 0 or 1. For1 l i
< < l Ž . l Ž .s g I put s s Ý s and s s s Ý l y i s . Furthermore, we writel is1 i is1 i
"  Ž . < s < 4 Ž . w . lI s s g I ; y1 s "1 . Given r g N and a s a , . . . , a g 0, r ,l l 1 l
r Ž . Ž .we write t a s b , . . . , b , wheres 1 l
a if s s 0,i i
b si ½ r y 1 y a if s s 1,i i
Ž .for each 1 F i F l. For example, if l s 2, a s 0, 1 and r s 4, then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž .I s 0, 0 , 0, 1 , 1, 0 , 1, 1 . Furthermore, if s s 1, 0 , then we havel
< < Ž . r Ž . Ž .s s 1, s s s 1, and t a s 3, 1 .s
Now we are in a position to state our theorem, which gives the partition
Ž . Jl corresponding to J and the sign y1 .
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THEOREM 4.1. Let J be a balanced Maya diagram of cardinality n and size
Ž . Ž .N s 2n q r. Put aF J s k and aE J s l. Furthermore, we putR M
 4w E J s a , . . . , a ,Ž .Ž .R 1 k
 4w F J s b , . . . , b ,Ž .Ž .M 1 l
 4w D J s g , . . . , g ,Ž .Ž .L 1 l
 4w D J s d - ??? - d .Ž .Ž .M 1 l
Ž .Define s g I on the set D J byl M
0 if d g w E J ,Ž .Ž .i ML
s si ½ 1 if d g w E J ,Ž .Ž .i MR
Ž . Ž Ž ..for 1 F i F l. Then we ha¤e p l s k q l, b s w E J jML
r Ž Ž Ž ...t w E J , ands MR
< <l s a q r a j b g ,Ž . Ž .
< < Ž . Ž .J a qa g)a qs sy1 s y1 .Ž . Ž .
< < Ž . Ž . 4Here a s a q ??? qa and a g ) a s a i, j ; g ) a .1 k i j
Here the a are the new coordinates of the circles in the right zone S ,i R
the b are those of the circles in the middle zone S , and the g are thosei M i
of the empty cells in the left zone S . For the above example we obtainL
 4  4  4 Ž . Ž Ž ..  4k s l s 2 and a s 0, 5 , b s 1, 3 , g s 2, 4 , d s 0, 1 , w E J s 1 ,ML
Ž Ž ..  4 Ž .w E J s 0 , and s s 1, 0 . Thus the corresponding partition is givenMR
Ž < . Ž < . Ž < .by 94 50 j 31 42 s 9431 5420 and is displayed as follows.
< <  4Furthermore, in this case, a s 5 and a i; b G 2 s 1 implies thati
Ž . Jy1 s q1.
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Proof. Most of our claims are obvious from the definition. The only
Ž . J Ž . < a <qaŽg ) a .qsŽs .part we need to prove is the last claim: y1 s y1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose a g D J . When a g E J , then if w a s a , the leap numberR i
Ž . Ž .of a is equal to a q a g ) a . On the other hand, when a g E J , ifi i MR
Ž . Ž .w a s d , it is obvious that the leap number of a is equal to l y i . Thisi
JŽ .proves our claim regarding y1 .
Let B be an n by N matrix with n F N. We assume that the row indices
are 1, . . . , n, and that the column indices are 0, . . . , N y 1. We call
Ž .B s b column symmetric if b s b for 1 F i F ni j 1F iF n, 0 F j- N i, j i, Ny1yj
and 0 F j - N, while we call B column antisymmetric if b s ybi, j i, Ny1yj
for 1 F i F n and 0 F j - N. The following two lemmas are direct conse-
quences of the definition.
LEMMA 4.2. Let B be an n by N column symmetric matrix. Fix a subset
 4 w .J s j - ??? - j of 0, N . Then, unless J contains at most one element of1 n
 4each pair j, N y 1 y j , the corresponding subdeterminant ¤anishes.
LEMMA 4.3. Let N s 2n q r with r G 0. Let B be an n by N column
w .symmetric matrix. If J is an n-element balanced subset of 0, N , then
Ž . Jdet B s y1 det B .J DŽ J .
COROLLARY 4.4. Let N s 2n q r with r G 0. Let s be the greatest integer
that does not exceed rr2. Let B be an n by N matrix.
Ž .1 Assume that B is column symmetric. Then we ha¤e
< < Ž . Ž .a qa g)a qs sdet B s y1 det BŽ .J Žl. J ŽŽd <g ..
Ž < . Ž r Ž . < . w .if l is in the form l s a q r a j t d g for some a , g g 0, n , d gs
w .0, s and s g I with ag s ad s l G 0. Otherwise det B ¤anishes.l J Žl.
Ž .2 Assume that B is column antisymmetric. Then we ha¤e
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qa g)a qs s q sdet B s y1 det BŽ .J Žl. J ŽŽd <g ..
Ž < . Ž r Ž . < . w .if l is in the form l s a q r a j t d g for some a , g g 0, n , d gs
w .0, s , and s g I with ag s ad s l G 0. Otherwise det B ¤anishes.l JŽl.
5. LITTLEWOOD-TYPE FORMULAS
The famous identities of Schur functions found by Littlewood are those
given at the beginning of Section 0. We give these identities again below
because of their importance. The reader can find remarkable proofs of
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w xthese identities using the Root system in Example 9 of Section 5 in Mc
Ž w x.also see IOW . We have
< <l r2y1 s x s 1 y x xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Łl i j
i-jŽ < .ls ay1 a
Ž < < Ž ..l qp l r2y1 s x s 1 y x 1 y x xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Łl i i j
i i-jŽ < .ls a a
< <l r2 2y1 s x s 1 y x 1 y x x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ł Łl i i j
i i-jŽ < .ls aq1 a
The identities we consider in this section are generalizations of these
identities. We give a general formula that gives the expansion of the
Ž . Ž .product Ł P x Ł 1 y x x into a linear combination of Schur func-i i i- j i j
Ž .tions when we are given a symmetric or antisymmetric polynomial P x .
The Schur functions are known to be the characters of the general
linear groups. This means that these identities give character formulas on
the classical groups of type A.
The B, C, and D analogues of these identities are given in the next
section. The main tools we use are the Cauchy]Binet formula and the
theorem on subdeterminants we obtained above. Some of these identities
w x w xare generalizations of the results in LP and YW .
We gave a proof of the above classical Littlewood formulas using the
w xminor summation formula of Pfaffians in IOW . The following theorem
gives a generalization of the classical Littlewood formulas, and the proof
that follows gives an improved and simplified version of our proof given in
w xIOW . In particular we found that this type of identity can be proved by
the Binet]Cauchy formula instead of the minor summation formula of
Pfaffians.
Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Let n and r be nonnegati¤e integers, and let P x s
d i Ž .Ý a x be a polynomial of degree d with a s 1. If P x is symmetric, thenis0 i 0
we ha¤e
d
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
= c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
n
s 2 P x 1 y x xŽ . Ž .Ł Łi i j
is1 1Fi-jFn
qn r q 1 r q 1
Ž rq1.r2= x , . . . , , 5.1Ž .Ł i 2 2is1 Ž .D n
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and
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
= c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
n n r r
rr2s P x 1 y x 1 y x x x , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łi i i j i ž / Ž .2 2 B nis1 1Fi-jFn is1
n
2s P x 1 y x 1 y x xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł Łi i i j
is1 1Fi-jFn
n r y 1 r y 1
Ž ry1.r2= x , . . . ,Ł i ž /2 2 Ž .is1 C n
n
ns 2 y1 P x 1 y x xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł Łi i j
is1 1Fi-jFn
yn r q 1 r q 1
Ž rq1.r2= x , . . . , . 5.2Ž .Ł i 2 2is1 Ž .D n
From the abo¤e two identities, we obtain
d
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
"ns0 w . w .a , g; 0, n b; 0, d sgIn
Ž . absnaa’0 mod 2
agsn
algsB
= c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
d
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sq y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
.ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
Ž . absnaak0 mod 2
agsn
algsB
=c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
"n n r q 1 r q 1
Ž rq1.r2s P x 1 y x x x , . . . , .Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łi i j i ž /2 2 Ž .is1 1Fi-jFn is1 D n
5.3Ž .
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Ž .If P x is antisymmetric, then we ha¤e
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
= c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
n
s 2 P x 1 y x xŽ . Ž .Ł Łi i j
is1 1Fi-jFn
qn r q 1 r q 1
Ž rq1.r2= x , . . . , , 5.4Ž .Ł i 2 2is1 Ž .D n
and
d
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
= c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
n n r r
rr2s P x 1 y x 1 y x x x , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łi i i j i ž / Ž .2 2 B nis1 1Fi-jFn is1
n
2s P x 1 y x 1 y x xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł Łi i i j
is1 1Fi-jFn
n r y 1 r y 1
Ž ry1.r2= x , . . . ,Ł i ž /2 2 Ž .is1 C n
n
ns 2 y1 P x 1 y x xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł Łi i j
is1 1Fi-jFn
yn r q 1 r q 1
Ž rq1.r2= x , . . . , . 5.5Ž .Ł i 2 2is1 Ž .D n
From the abo¤e two identities, we obtain
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
"ns0 w . w .a , g; 0, n b; 0, d sgIn
Ž . absnaa’0 mod 2
agsn
algsB
= c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
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d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sq y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
.ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
Ž . absnaak0 mod 2
agsn
algsB
=c P s rq d xŽ .Ž b <g . Žaqrqd < a .j Ž t Ž b . <g .s
"n n r q 1 r q 1
Ž rq1.r2s P x 1 y x x x , . . . , .Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łi i j i ž /2 2 Ž .is1 1Fi-jFn is1 D n
5.6Ž .
Before we proceed to the proof of this theorem, we give some examples
of these identities. For convention, we use the following notation:
r r
BŽn. rr2f x s 1 y x 1 y x x x , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łr i i j i ž / Ž .2 2 B ni i-j i
r y 1 r y 1
CŽn. 2 Ž ry1.r2f x s 1 y x 1 y x x x , . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ł Łr i i j i ž /2 2 Ž .i i-j i C n
"r q 1 r q 1"D Žn. Ž rq1.r2F x s 2 1 y x x x , . . . , ,Ž . Ž .Ł Łr i j i 2 2i-j i Ž .D n
D " Žn.Ž . DqŽ n.Ž . DyŽ n.Ž .and 2 f x s F x " F x .r r r
< < < < Ž . Ž .EXAMPLES. Let a 9 s a q aa . If we put P x s 1 y x in 5.4 then
we have
< <a 9y1 sŽ .Ý l
Ž < .ls aqrq1 a
< < Ž .a 9qa a-k qkq1 4q y1 s y sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž r < k .
k Ž < .ls aqrq1 a
a2u k
s 1 y x F DqŽ n. x 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł i r
i
Ž . Ž .and, if we put P x s 1 y x in 5.5 then we have
< <ay1 sŽ .Ý l
Ž < .ls aqrq1 a
< < Ž .a qa a-k qkq1 4q y1 s q sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž r < k .
k Ž < .ls aqrq1 a
a2u k
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s 1 y x f BŽn. x s 1 y x f CŽn. xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Łi r i r
i i
n yD Žn.s y1 1 y x F x . 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł i r
i
From the above two identities, we obtain the following formula for the
Ž .characters of D n :
< < < < Ž .a 9 a 9qa a-k qkq1y1 s q y1 sŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýl lj Ž0 < k .
Ž < . k Ž < .ls aqrq1 a ls aqrq1 a
" a2u kagGn "agGn
< < Ž .a 9qa a-k qkq y1 sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž r < k .
k Ž < .ls aqrq1 a
a2u k
.agGn
s 1 y x f D " Žn. x . 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł i r
i
"  w . Ž .aaqn 4 Ž .Here G s d g 0, n : y1 s "1 . If we put r s 0 in 5.8 , wen
obtain the following identity, which can also be derived from Theorem 5.1:
< < < < Ž .a a qa a-k qkq1y1 s q 2 y1 sŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýl lj Ž0 < k .
Ž < . k Ž < .ls aq1 a ls aq1 a
a2u k
2s 1 y x 1 y x x . 5.10Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Łi i j
i i-j
w xSome identities of this type are established in IW1 .
Ž . 2Next we state the P x s 1 q 2 ax q x case as an example of the case
Ž .when P x is symmetric in Theorem 5.1. If we substitute the results
Ž . Ž .obtained in Section 2 into 5.1 and 5.2 , then we have
< <ay1 sŽ .Ý l
Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
< < Ž .a qa a-k  4q y1 U a s q sŽ . Ž .Ý Ý kq2 lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž rq1 < k .
k Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
a2u k
< < Ž .a qa a-k  4q y1 U a s q sŽ . Ž .Ý Ý kq1 lj Ž1 < k . lj Ž r < k .
k Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
a2u k
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-k qa a-lq y1 U aŽ . Ž .Ý Ý lykq1
k-l Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
a2u k , l
 4= s y s q s y slj Ž1 ,0 < k l . lj Ž rq1, 1 < k l . lj Ž r , 0 < k l . lj Ž rq1, r < k l .
s 1 q 2 ax q x 2 F DqŽ n. x 5.11Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł i r
i
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and
< < < < Ž .a 9 a 9qa a-ky1 s q y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýl
Ž < . k Ž < .ls aqrq2 a ls aqrq2 a
a2u k
 4= U a s y sŽ .kq2 lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž rq1 < k .
< < Ž .a 9qa a-k  4q y1 U a s y sŽ . Ž .Ý Ý kq1 lj Ž1 < k . lj Ž r < k .
k Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
aek
< < Ž . Ž .a 9qa a-k qa a-lq y1 U aŽ . Ž .Ý Ý lykq1
k-l Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
a2u k , l
 4= s q s y s y slj Ž1 , 0 < k l . lj Ž rq1, 1 < k l . lj Ž r , 0 < k l . lj Ž rq1, r < k l .
s 1 q 2 ax q x 2 f BŽn. x s 1 q 2 ax q x 2 f CŽn. xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ł Łi i r i i r
i i
n y2 D Žn.s y1 1 q 2 ax q x F x . 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł i i r
i
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž .Similarly we obtain the case P x s 1 y x from 5.4 and 5.5 :
< <a 9y1 sŽ .Ý l
Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
< < Ž .a 9qa a-k  4q y1 s y sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž rq1 < k .
k : odd Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
aek
< < Ž .a 9qa a-k  4q y1 s y sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž1 < k . lj Ž r < k .
k : even Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
aek
< < Ž . Ž .a 9qa a-k qa a-l qkq y1Ž .Ý Ý
k-l Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
lyk : odd aek , l
 4= s q s y s y slj Ž1 , 0 < k l . lj Ž rq1, 1 < k l . lj Ž r , 0 < K l . lj Ž rq1, r < k l .
s 1 y x 2 F DqŽ n. x , 5.13Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł i r
i
and
< <ay1 sŽ .Ý l
Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
< < Ž .a qa a-k  4q y1 s q sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž rq1 < k .
k : odd Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
aek
< < Ž .a qa a-k  4q y1 s q sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž1 < k . lj Ž r < k .
k : even Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
aek
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< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-k qa a-l qkq y1Ž .Ý Ý
k-l Ž < .ls aqrq2 a
lyk : odd aek , l
 4= s y s q s y slj Ž1 , 0 < k l . lj Ž rq1, 1 < k l . lj Ž r , 0 < k l . lj Ž rq1, r < k l .
s 1 y x 2 f BŽn. x s 1 y x 2 f CŽn. xŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ł Łi r i r
i i
n y2 D Žn.s y1 1 y x F x . 5.14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł i r
i
Ž .In particular, if we put r s 1 in 5.12 , we obtain
< <a 9y1 sŽ .Ý l
Ž < .ls aq3 a
< < Ž .a qa a-k  4q y1 U a s y sŽ . Ž .Ý Ý kq2 lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž2 < k .
k Ž < .ls aq3 a
a2u k
s 1 q 2 ax q x 2 1 y x x , 5.15Ž .Ž .Ž .Ł Łi i i j
i iFj
Ž .and, if we put r s 1 in 5.14 , then we obtain
< < < < Ž .a a qa a-k  4y1 s q y1 s q sŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýl lj Ž0 < k . lj Ž2 < k .
Ž < . k : odd Ž < .ls aq3 a ls aq3 a
a2u k
< < Ž .a qa a-kq2 y1 sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž1 < k .
k : even Ž < .ls aq3 a
a2u k
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-k qa a-l qk  4q2 y1 s y sŽ .Ý Ý lj Ž1 , 0 < k l . lj Ž2 , 1 < k l .
k-l Ž < .ls aq3 a
Ž .k’l mod 2 a2u k , l
s 1 y x 2 1 y x x . 5.16Ž .Ž .Ž .Ł Łi i j
i iFj
For lack of space, we refrain from displaying more examples. Let us
simply note that we can derive far more examples of the kinds of identities
w xthat are given in IW1 .
We now state the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Žn, r , " . Ž Žn, r , " ..Proof. We define the n by 2n q r matrix V s ¤ byi k
1 if k s i for 1 F i F n ,
Žn , r , " .¤ s "1 if k s 2n q r q 1 y i for 1 F i F n ,i k ½ 0 otherwise,
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for r G 0. For example, V Žn, 0, y. assumes the following form:
1 0 ??? ??? 0 y1
0 1 y1 0
. . . .Ž0, y. . . . .V s .. . . .
0 ??? 1 0 0 y1 ??? 0 0
0 ??? 0 1 y1 0 ??? 0
w x Žn, r , " . t Žn, 2 nqr .In IOW , we discussed the determinant det V T . In the case
of V Žn, r , q., det V Žn, r , q. tT Žn, 2 nqr . is given by
2 nqry1 2 nqry2 ny1 nqr1 q x x q x ??? x q x1 1 1 1 1
. . . .. . . .. . . .
2 nqry1 2 nqry2 ny1 nqr1 q x x q x ??? x q xn n n n n
n
Ž2 nqry1.r2s xŁ i
is1
=
yŽ2 nqry1.r2 yŽ2 nqry3.r2 yŽ rq1.r2x x x1 1 1???Ž2 nqry1.r2 Ž2 nqry3.r2 Ž rq1.r2qx qx qx1 1 1
. . . .. . . .. . . .
yŽ2 nqry1.r2 yŽ2 nqry3.r2 yŽ rq1.r2x x xn n n???Ž2 nqry1.r2 Ž2 nqry3.r2 Ž rq1.r2qx qx qxn n n
qr q 1 r q 1
Ž rq1.r2s x y x 1 y x x x , . . . ,Ž . Ž .Ł Łj i i j i 2 2i-j i Ž .D n
s F DqŽ n. x .Ž .r
Similarly, in the case of V Žn, r , y., det V Žn, r , y. tT Žn, 2 nqr . becomes
n yBŽn. CŽn. D Žn.f x s f x s y1 F x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r
Žn. Žn. t Žn, 2 ny1. Ž .Ž .and, in the case of V , det V T s Ł x y x 1 y x x .i- j j i i j
Next we apply the Cauchy]Binet formula to the matrix of the form
Žn, r , " . P , nq2 r Ž .B s V M see the beginning of Section 2 . We thus obtain
det B tT Žn , 2 nqrqd. s det V Žn , r , " .M P , nq2 r tT Žn , 2 nqrqd.
s det V Žn , r , " . tT Žn , 2 nqr .diag P x , . . . , P xŽ . Ž .Ž .1 n
n













BŽn. C Žn.s P x f x s P x f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Łi r i r
is1 is1
n
yD Žn.s P x F x .Ž . Ž .Ł i r
is1
Using this identity and Theorem 4.1, we obtain the theorems.
6. LITTLEWOOD-TYPE FORMULAS OF B, C,
AND D TYPES
In this section we use the methods of the previous section and give
analogues for summations of characters of the other classical groups.
Theorems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 in this section give the B, C, and D analogues of
Theorem 5.1, respectively.
1 d iŽ .THEOREM 6.1. Let n, r g N and s g N, and let P x s Ý a x be ais0 i2
Ž .polynomial of degree d with a s 1. If P x is symmetric, then we ha¤e0
d
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd < n= c a q r q d a j t b g q sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s B n
n
Ž .n ny1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
qnnqsqŽ rqd.r2 ynysyŽ rqd.r2x y x r q 1i
= , 6.1Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
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and
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd <=c a q r q d a j t b gŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
nr
nqsqŽ rqd.r2 ynysyŽ rqd.r2= x q xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
nr y 1
nqsqŽ rqd.r2 ynysyŽ rqd.r2 1r2 y1r2= x q x x q xŽ . Ž .i i i i ž /ž /2 Ž .C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
ynnqsqŽ rqd.r2 ynysyŽ rqd.r2x q x r q 1i i
= . 6.2Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
Ž .If P x is antisymmetric, then we ha¤e
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd < n= c a q r q d a j t b g q sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s B n
n
Ž .n ny1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
qnnqsqŽ rqd.r2 ynysyŽ rqd.r2x q x r q 1i i




< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd <= c a q r q d a j t b gŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
nr
nqsqŽ rqd.r2 ynysyŽ rqd.r2= x y xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
= x nqsqŽ rqd.r2 y xynysyŽ rqd.r2Ž .i i
nr y 1
1r2 y1r2= x q xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
ynnqsqŽ rqd.r2 ynysyŽ rqd.r2x y x r q 1i i
= . 6.4Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
1 d iŽ .THEOREM 6.2. Let n, r g N and s g N, and let P x s Ý a x be ais0 i2
Ž .polynomial of degree d with a s 1. If P x is symmetric, then we ha¤e0
d
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd < n= c a q r q d a j t b g q sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s C n
n
Ž .n ny1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
qnnqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdq1.r2x y x r q 1i i
= , 6.5Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
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and
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd <= c a q r q d a j t b gŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
nr
nqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 yny2yŽ rqdq1.r2= x q xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
= x nqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 q xyny2yŽ rqdq1.r2Ž .i i
nr y 1
1r2 y1r2= x q xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
ynnqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdq1.r2x q x r q 1i i
= . 6.6Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
Ž .If P x is antisymmetric, then we ha¤e
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd < n= c a q r q d a j t b g q sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s C n
n
Ž .n ny1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
qnnqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdq1.r2x q x r q 1i i




< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
P < rqd <= c a q r q d a j t b gŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž b <g . s C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
nr
nqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdq1.r2= x y xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
= x nqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 y xynysyŽ rqdq1.r2Ž .i i
nr y 1
1r2 y1r2= x q xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
ynnqsqŽ rqdq1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdq1.r2x y x r q 1i i
= . 6.8Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
1 d iŽ .THEOREM 6.3. Let n, r g N and s g N, and let P x s Ý a x be ais0 i2
Ž .polynomial of degree d with a s 1. If P x is symmetric, then we ha¤e0
d
< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
"P rqd n< <= c a q r q d a j t b g q sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž b <g . s Ž .D n
n
Ž .n ny1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
qnnqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdy1.r2x " x r q 1i i
= , 6.9Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
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and
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIg; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
"P rqd< <= c a q r q d a j t b gŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž b <g . s Ž .D n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
nr
nqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdy1.r2= x . xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
= x nqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 . xynysyŽ rqdy1.r2Ž .i i
nr y 1
1r2 y1r2= x q xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
ynnqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdq1.r2x . x r q 1i
= . 6.10Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
Ž .If P x is antisymmetric, then we ha¤e
d
< < Ž . Ž . < <a qaaqa a-g qs s q sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIa , g; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
"P rqd n< <= c a q r q d a j t b g q sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž b <g . s Ž .D n
n
Ž .n ny1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
qnnqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdy1.r2x . x r q 1i i




< < Ž . Ž .a qa a-g qs sy1Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
ns0 w . w . sgIg; 0, n b; 0, d n
agsn absn
algsB
"P rqd< <= c a q r q d a j t b gŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž b <g . s Ž .D n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
nr
nqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdy1.r2= x " xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .B n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
= x nqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 " xynysyŽ rqdy1.r2Ž .i i
nr y 1
1r2 y1r2= x q xŽ .i i ž /ž /2 Ž .C n
n
Ž .n nq1 r2 yd r2s y1 P x xŽ . Ž .Ł i i
is1
ynnqsqŽ rqdy1.r2 ynysyŽ rqdy1.r2x " x r q 1i
= . 6.12Ž .1r2 y1r2 ž /2x y xi i Ž .D n
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